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HOW TO USE THE RESOURCES

USING THESE RESOURCES
We are thrilled to make available to you this set of online
pre-concert resources for Education Week. We can’t wait
to welcome you to Hamer Hall!

WHY PROVIDE PRE-CONCERT RESOURCES?
The MSO aims to provide exciting, engaging and meaningful
experiences that extend well beyond the concert hall. That’s why
we’ve designed this special pack of online pre-concert resources
for you and your students to discover in the lead up to the concerts.
You may also choose to use the resources for post-concert
reflections and further lesson planning. The choice is yours!
While developing this resource pack, we focussed on the creation
of content that is adaptable, inspiring, and linked to curriculum.
The MSO’s Education and Community Engagement concerts and
pre-concert resources are intended as a method of supercharging
curriculum, using learning to inspire a love of and deep-seated
passion for music of all genres.

WHAT’S ON OFFER?
This teaching resource document is one of four Education Week
resources available to you via the MSO website:
1. Three curriculum-linked video clips by Benjamin Northey,
MSO’s Associate Conductor
2. Teaching resource document with information about artists,
repertoire, and lesson plan suggestions
3. Streamed recording of Basin Street Blues to use in preparation
for the concerts
4. Sheet music for the melody of Basin Street Blues, the concerts’
interactive focus work
Ben’s clips and this teaching resource document link to the key
strands of the Victorian Music curriculum as well as the broad
general capability of Creative and Critical Thinking (Australian
Curriculum). The resources designed to have a broad application
and relevance to other state/national curricula as well.

HOW CAN I USE THE RESOURCE PACK?
We suggest you use this document in conjunction with the other
resources to design and execute a pre-concert learning sequence
crafted to suit you students and their particular interests and needs.
How much time you spend working with and discussing each
resource is up to you – you are the expert!
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MELBOURNE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
The world’s biggest band!

Established in 1906, the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
(MSO) is an arts leader and Australia’s oldest professional
orchestra. Chief Conductor Sir Andrew Davis has been
at the helm of MSO since 2013. Engaging more than 2.5
million people each year, the MSO reaches a variety of
audiences through live performances, recordings, TV
and radio broadcasts and live streaming. As a truly global
orchestra, the MSO collaborates with guest artists and
arts organisations from across the world. Its international
audiences include China, where the MSO performed in
2016 and Europe where the MSO toured in 2014.
The MSO performs a variety of concerts ranging from
core classical performances at its home, Hamer Hall at
Arts Centre Melbourne, to its annual free concerts at
Melbourne’s largest outdoor venue, the Sidney Myer Music
Bowl. The MSO also delivers innovative and engaging
programs to audiences of all ages through its Education and
Outreach initiatives.
The MSO also works with Associate Conductor, Benjamin
Northey, and the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra Chorus,
as well as with such eminent recent guest conductors as
Thomas Ades, John Adams, Tan Dun, Charles Dutoit, Jakub
Hrůša, Mark Wigglesworth, Markus Stenz and Simone
Young. It has also collaborated with non-classical musicians
including Burt Bacharach, Nick Cave, Sting, Tim Minchin,
Ben Folds, DJ Jeff Mills and Flight Facilities.
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BENJAMIN NORTHEY
Conductor, Education Week co-facilitator

Australian conductor Benjamin Northey is the Chief
Conductor of the Christchurch Symphony Orchestra and
the Associate Conductor of the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra. He has previously held the posts of Resident
Guest Conductor of the Australia Pro Arte Chamber
Orchestra (2002-2006) and Principal Guest Conductor of
the Melbourne Chamber Orchestra (2007-2010).
Ben also appears regularly as a guest conductor with all
major Australian symphony orchestras, Opera Australia
(Turandot, L’elisir d’amore, Don Giovanni, Così fan tutte,
Carmen), New Zealand Opera (Sweeney Todd) and the
State Opera South Australia (La Sonnambula, L’elisir
d’amore, Les Contes d’Hoffmann). His international
appearances include concerts with the London
Philharmonic Orchestra, the Tokyo Philharmonic
Orchestra, the Mozarteum Orchestra Salzburg, the Hong
Kong Philharmonic, the National Symphony Orchestra
of Colombia, the Malaysian Philharmonic and the New
Zealand, Auckland and Christchurch Symphony Orchestras.
Ben studied conducting with John Hopkins at the University
of Melbourne Conservatorium of Music from 2000-2002. In
2001 he was awarded first prize in the Symphony Australia
Young Conductor of the Year Competition under the
direction of Jorma Panula. In 2002 he was he was accepted

as the highest placed applicant to Finland’s prestigious
Sibelius Academy where he studied with Leif Segerstam
and Atso Almila until 2005. He completed his studies at the
Stockholm Royal College of Music with Jorma Panula in
2006. In 2009/10 he was chosen as one of three conductors
worldwide to participate in the Allianz International
Conductor’s Academy with the LPO and the Philharmonia
Orchestra.
With a progressive and diverse approach to repertoire Ben
has collaborated with a broad range of artists including
Maxim Vengerov, Julian Rachlin, Karen Gomyo, Piers Lane,
Alban Gerhardt, Johannes Moser, Amy Dickson, Slava
Grigoryan & Marc-André Hamelin as well as popular artists
Tim Minchin, KD Lang, Kate Miller-Heidke, Barry Humphries,
Kurt Elling, James Morrison & Tori Amos.
Ben is highly active in the performance of Australian
orchestral music having premiered numerous major new
works of composers such as Brett Dean, Peter Sculthorpe,
Elena Kats-Chernin and Matthew Hindson. An Honorary
Fellow at the University of Melbourne Conservatorium of
Music, his awards include the prestigious 2010 Melbourne
Prize Outstanding Musician’s Award and the 2002 Brian
Stacey Memorial Scholarship as well as multiple awards and
nominations for his numerous recordings for ABC Classics.
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JAMES MORRISON
Soloist, Education Week co-facilitator

The name “James Morrison” is known throughout the
world for his sheer brilliance as a jazz musician and an allround entertainer. He is constantly on the move, touring
everywhere and anywhere fine music has an audience. His
recordings are best sellers and James works with the cream
of the world’s best performers. Ray Brown called him “The
Genius” but Wynton Marsalis said it best: “Man, James
Morrison can play!”
Bursting onto the international stage at age 16, James
debuted in the USA with a breathtaking concert at the
Monterey Jazz Festival. Following this were appearances
at Europe’s major festivals including Montreux, Pori, North
Sea, Nice and Bern – playing with many of the legends
of jazz. Dizzy Gillespie, Cab Calloway, Woody Shaw, Red
Rodney, George Benson, Ray Charles, B.B. King, Ray Brown
and Wynton Marsalis to name a few. There were also gigs in
the world’s most famous jazz clubs – The Blue Note, Village
Vanguard and Dizzy’s in New York, the New Morning in
Paris, The Tokyo Blue Note and Ronnie Scott’s in London.
James Morrison’s career thus far has been diverse and
perhaps not typical of most jazz musicians. He recorded
Jazz Meets the Symphony with the London Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Lalo Schifrin and performed
concerts at the Royal Albert Hall and the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden in addition to Royal Command
Performances on two occasions for Her Majesty Queen

Elizabeth II. James has also been invited to perform specially
for US Presidents Bush, Clinton and Obama.
James has appeared at the Hollywood Bowl and guested
with many great artists as diverse as jazz superstars Herbie
Hancock and Quincy Jones and rock legends INXS. In 2000,
James composed and performed the fanfare for the Olympic
Games Opening Ceremony in Sydney.
Besides live performance, James’s interests include James
Morrison Studios, a state of the art facility in Sydney for
recording jazz. James currently records for ABC Jazz/
Universal and Fanfare Jazz and is an exclusive artist for
Schagerl.
James has been recognized for his service to the arts in
Australia by being appointed a Member The Order of
Australia, with particular mention of his contribution to music
education. In 2015, James established the James Morrison
Academy of Music in Mount Gambier, South Australia, an
innovative school dedicated to teaching jazz and offering a
Bachelor Degree in Music. This exciting initiative involves
educators from all over the world, transforming young
musicians’ lives with inspiration and a love of jazz.
With interests so broad and a career so filled with highlights
it seems that James must have done just about everything
he could want to do. When asked “What is there left to do?”
James’s typical reply is “This is just the warm up!”
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REPERTOIRE

MEET THE ORCHESTRA WITH JAMES MORRISON
Lower Primary (K-2): Tuesday 16 May
Upper Primary (3-6): Wednesday 17 May
Family concerts: Saturday 20 May
HENDERSON
WILLIAMS
CHARPENTIER arr. Northey
GOODMAN
ANDERSON
ELLINGTON

The Birth of the Blues
Basin Street Blues
Te Deum
Seven Come Eleven
El Gato
It Don’t Mean a Thing if it Ain’t Got That Swing

MSO + JAMES MORRISON
Secondary Schools: Friday 19 May
GERSHWIN
WILLIAM
HENDERSON
GOODMAN
ANDERSON
DAVIS
GILLESPIE

An American in Paris
Basin Street Blues
The Birth of the Blues
Seven Come Eleven
El Gato
All Blues
Manteca

MSO + JAMES MORRISON
All-Ages Concert: Saturday 20 May
GERSHWIN
WILLIAMS
HENDERSON
GOODMAN
ANDERSON
DAVIS
BERNSTEIN
GILLESPIE
ZAWINDAL

An American in Paris
Basin Street Blues
The Birth of the Blues
Seven Come Eleven
El Gato
All Blues
Mambo from West Side Story
Manteca
Birdland
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LESSON PLAN SUGGESTIONS

Relating to the following content descriptions

LOWER PRIMARY (TO LEVEL 2)
STRAND: RESPOND AND INTERPRET
Foundation Level:

Respond to music, expressing what they enjoy and why (VCAMUR020)

Levels 1/2:

Respond to music, communicating their preferences and discussing where and why people make
and perform music (VCAMUR024)

STRAND: MUSIC PRACTICES, EXPLORE AND EXPRESS
Foundation Level:

Sing and play instruments to create and practise chants, songs and rhymes including those used by
cultural groups in the local community (VCAMUM018)
Explore sound and silence and ways of using their voices, movement and instruments to express
ideas (VCAMUE017)

Levels 1/2:

Sing and play instruments to improvise, compose and practise a repertoire of chants, songs and
rhymes, including those used by cultural groups in the local community (VCAMUM022)
Use imagination and experimentation to explore musical ideas using voice, movement, instruments
and body percussion (VCAMUE021)

STRAND: PRESENT AND PERFORM
Foundation Level:

Rehearse and perform songs and short instrumental pieces which they have learnt and composed
(VCAMUP019)

Levels 1/2:

Rehearse and perform songs and instrumental music they have learnt and composed to
communicate ideas to an audience (VCAMUP023)

UPPER PRIMARY (TO LEVEL 6)
STRAND: RESPOND AND INTERPRET
Levels 3/4:

Identify features of the music they listen to, compose and perform, and discuss the purposes it
was created for using music terminology (VCAMUR028)

Levels 5/6:

Explain how aspects of the elements of music are combined to communicate ideas, concepts
and feelings by comparing music from different cultures, times and locations (VCAMUR032)

STRAND: MUSIC PRACTICES, EXPLORE AND EXPRESS
Levels 3/4:

Use voice and instruments to sing, play and arrange music from different cultures, times and
locations, and improvise and compose music in different forms (VCAMUM026)
Use imagination and creativity to explore pitch, rhythm/time and form, dynamics and tempo
using voice, movement and instruments (VCAMUE025)

Levels 5/6:

Develop and practise technical skills and use of expressive elements of music in singing,
playing instruments, improvising, arranging and composing (VCAMUM030)
Explore ways of combining the elements of music using listening skills, voice and a range of
instruments, objects and electronically generated sounds to create effects (VCAMUE029)

STRAND: PRESENT AND PERFORM
Levels 3/4:

Rehearse and perform songs and instrumental music they have learnt and composed, shaping
elements of music to communicate ideas to an audience (VCAMUP027)

Levels 5/6:

Rehearse and perform songs and music they have learnt, including their own compositions,
combining aspects of the elements of music and using performance skills, to communicate
ideas and intentions to an audience (VCAMUP031)
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LESSON PLAN SUGGESTIONS

Lower Primary (to Level 2) and Upper Primary (to Level 6)

Imagining Basin Street
1. Get comfy; ask students to choose to lie on the
floor or sit cross-legged

MATERIALS:
• Media player (video/sound) with internet connection

2. Learning intention: to imagine the story behind music

• Sketchbooks or loose paper

3. Listen to the recording of Basin Street Blues
available on the MSO’s resources webpage
(mso.com.au/education/resources)

• Pencils, crayons, textas

4. Discussion and brainstorm (use whiteboard):

EXTEND:

What do you think Basin Street is?
What does it look like?
How do you know?
What kinds of activities happen there?

• Whiteboard and markers for discussion brainstorm

• Watch Video Clip no.2 of the Education Week 2017
resources on the MSO’s resources webpage
(mso.com.au/education/resources) that focuses
on Basin Street Blues

5. Activity: Students draw their visions of Basin Street
6. Reflection: Sitting in a circle, discuss and reflect
upon students drawings

Exploring ‘Call and Response’
1. Students sit on the floor (not yet with instruments)

MATERIALS:

2. Learning intention: to learn about ‘call and response’

• Media player (video/sound) with internet connection

3. Watch Video Clip no.2 of the Education Week 2017
resources on the MSO’s resources webpage
(mso.com.au/education/resources) that focuses
on Basin Street Blues
4. Discuss: How would you explain to your friend what
‘call and response’ is if they have no idea what that means?
Share as a pair, or discuss as a class
5. Distribute instruments – run brief ‘call and response’
activity as a class, or in small groups
6. Reflect: come back together as a group and
discuss observations:
What worked well?
What didn’t work so well?

• Auxiliary percussion instruments (bells,
tambourines, etc.) or students may use their own
hands and bodies to explore percussive sounds

EXTEND:
• Use the Basin Street Blues sheet music on the
MSO’s resources webpage (mso.com.au/education/
resources) to learn the specific call and response
sections in the recording – remember: we’ll be
performing these at the concert!
• Once students are familiar with the concept of
call and response, you might like to undertake the
activities Ben suggests at the conclusion of Video
Clip no.2

How could we improve our ‘call and response’?
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LESSON PLAN SUGGESTIONS

Relating to the following content descriptions

SECONDARY (LEVELS 7–10)
STRAND FOCUS: RESPOND AND INTERPRET
Levels 7/8:

Analyse composers’ use of the elements of music and stylistic features when
listening to and interpreting music (VCAMUR038)
Identify and connect specific features and purposes of music from contemporary
and past times to explore viewpoints and enrich their music making
(VCAMUR039)

Levels 9/10:

Evaluate a range of performances and compositions to inform and refine their own
music making (VCAMUR045)
Analyse a range of music from contemporary and past times, to explore differing
viewpoints and enrich their music making, and consider music in international
contexts (VCAMUR046)

STRAND FOCUS: MUSIC PRACTICES, EXPLORE AND EXPRESS
Levels 7/8:

Create, practise and rehearse music to develop listening, compositional and
technical and expressive performance skills (VCAMUM035)
Structure compositions by combining and manipulating the elements of music and
using notation (VCAMUM036)
Experiment with elements of music, in isolation and in combination, using listening
skills, voice, instruments and technologies to find ways to create and manipulate
effects (VCAMUE033)
Develop music ideas through improvisation, composition and performance,
combining and manipulating the elements of music (VCAMUE034)

Levels 9/10

Create, practise and rehearse music to interpret a variety of performance
repertoire with increasing technical and expressive skill and awareness of stylistic
conventions (VCAMUM042)
Plan, develop, and notate compositions with an understanding of style and
Convention (VCAMUM043)
Improvise and arrange music, using aural awareness and technical skills to
manipulate the elements of music to explore options for interpretation and
developing music ideas (VCAMUE040)
Manipulate combinations of the elements of music in a range of styles,
using technology and notation to communicate music ideas and intentions
(VCAMUE041)

STRAND FOCUS: PRESENT AND PERFORM
Levels 7/8:

Rehearse and perform to audiences in different settings and contexts, a range of
music they have learnt or composed, using techniques and expression appropriate
to style (VCAMUP037)

Levels 9/10:

Perform music applying techniques and expression to interpret the composer’s
use of the elements of music and compositional devices (VCAMUP044)
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LESSON PLAN SUGGESTIONS

Secondary (Levels 7–10)

What’s Jazz?
1. Watch Video Clip no.1 of the Education Week 2017
resources on the MSO’s resources webpage
(mso.com.au/education/resources) which focuses
on introducing Jazz music as a style
2. Learning intention: to learn about the different
types of music an orchestra can play
3. Discuss:
How would you describe Jazz music to some who had
never heard it before?
How does it make you feel?
Share with a partner, or record on the whiteboard as a class
4. Select an excerpt from this YouTube clip of MSO’s
performance at the 2014 BBC Proms at Royal Albert Hall

MATERIALS:
• Media player (video/sound) with internet connection
• Sketchbooks or loose paper
• Pencils, crayons, textas
• Whiteboard and markers for discussion brainstorm

EXTEND:
• Watch Video Clip no.3 of the Education Week
2017 resources on the MSO’s resources webpage
(mso.com.au/education/resources) in which Ben
interviews Freya Franzen, a member of the MSO’s
Second Violin section. Ben and Freya discuss what
it’s like to play in an orchestra as well as some
interesting information about working with soloists

5. Discuss: classical music –
How is this music different to Jazz as we heard in the clip
with Ben and Laurence? How does it make you feel?
Can you describe the differences?
What about the similarities?
Can an orchestra play jazz too?
Encourage deep thinking about this final question,
concluding that an orchestra is a ‘tool’ to play a variety of
different kinds of music – it’s the ‘world’s biggest band’
not a genre of music in itself
6. Make: a Venn diagram or other creative poster to show
the differences and similarities between classical and jazz
music – focus on the similarities
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LESSON PLAN SUGGESTIONS

Secondary (Levels 7–10)

Let’s get creative!
1. Students sit on the floor (not yet with instruments)

MATERIALS:

2. Learning intention: to write some music using the
‘call and response’ technique

• Media player (video/sound) with internet connection

3. Watch Video Clip no.2 of the Education Week 2017
resources on the MSO’s resources webpage
(mso.com.au/education/resources) which focuses
on Basin Street Blues
4. Discuss:
How would you explain to your friend what ‘call and
response’ is if they have no idea what that means?
Share as a pair, or discuss as a class
5. Distribute instruments – students work in small groups
(spread out across the learning area if possible) and
take it in turns to lead a call-and-response activity
(i.e. students take it in turn to be the leader who ‘calls’,
and the group who ‘responds’)

• Auxiliary percussion instruments (bells,
tambourines, etc.) or students may use their own
hands and bodies to explore percussive sounds

EXTEND:
• Use the Basin Street Blues sheet music on the
MSO’s resources webpage (mso.com.au/education/
resources) to learn the specific call and response
sections in the recording – remember: we’ll be
performing these at the concert!
• You might like to undertake the activities Ben
suggests at the conclusion of Video Clip no.2

6. Listen: to the recording of Basin Street Blues
available on the MSO’s resources webpage
(mso.com.au/education/resources)
7. Discuss the ‘call and response’ section –
Which instruments made the call?
Which made the response?
Does it matter?
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LESSON PLAN SUGGESTIONS

Years 11 and 12 (VCE or otherwise)

These activities are intended as tools for exploring Music
Language Analysis and Organisation of Sound (VCE Music
Performance school assessed coursework outcomes)

We’ve got the Blues
1. Learning intention: to learn about a blues scale,
and have a go at composing our own ‘call and response’
to Basin Street Blues
2. Watch Video Clip no.2 of the Education Week 2017
resources on the MSO’s resources webpage
(mso.com.au/education/resources) which focuses
on Basin Street Blues
3. Listen: to the recording of Basin Street Blues
available on the MSO’s resources webpage
(mso.com.au/education/resources)
4. Discuss:
How does this music make you feel?
What elements of instrumentation and melody do you feel
make this a ‘Jazz’ work?
What is ‘call and response’?

MATERIALS:
• Media player (video/sound) with internet connection
• Students may wish to have with them their own
instrument (to attempt a blues scale)

EXTEND:
• Use the Basin Street Blues sheet music on the
MSO’s resources webpage (mso.com.au/education/
resources) to learn the specific call and response
sections in the recording – remember: we’ll be
performing these at the concert!
• Have students perform their call and response
sections over the recording with some students
playing, and some students singing – see how many
different arrangements you can make!

Where are the ‘call and response’ elements in this work?
5. Activity: revisit explicit teaching (or revision) of a Bb
blues scale, and give students a series of notes that may
be successful in creating their own responses
6. Students work individually, in pairs, or in small groups
to create their own ‘calls’ and ‘responses’ to the relevant
section of Basin Street Blues
7. Reflection: come together to discuss learnings:
What were the challenges?
What made writing a response easier?
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LESSON PLAN SUGGESTIONS

Years 11 and 12 (VCE or otherwise)

These activities are intended as tools for exploring Music
Language Analysis and Organisation of Sound (VCE Music
Performance school assessed coursework outcomes)

Compare and Contrast
Gershwin’s use of orchestration and compositional devices
(especially in An American in Paris) highlights his contrasting
of European and American orchestral music; still, he was
able to combine them effectively to produce music that was
colourful, dynamic, and multicultural.
1. Learning intention: to discover the differences
and similarities between European and American
orchestral music
2. Find an audio excerpt of of Ravel’s Rhapsodie Espagnol
as an example of a French composition born slightly
earlier than Gershwin (e.g. the first three minutes)
3. Have students analyse this excerpt, noting down
their observations, and focusing on instrumentation
and melody

MATERIALS:
• Media player (video/sound) with internet connection
• Sketchbooks or loose paper

EXTEND:
• Use the Basin Street Blues sheet music on the
MSO’s resources webpage (mso.com.au/education/
resources) to learn the specific call and response
sections in the recording – remember: we’ll be
performing these at the concert!
• Have students extend the call and response section
– can they, for example, take the melody and
rhythm and develop it in any way? Bring these
ideas along to the concert

a. How does this music make you feel?
b. What does this music make you imagine?
c. How does the composer achieve this with
instrumentation and melody?
4. Find an audio excerpt from An American in Paris
(suggestion: around the 6:40 minute mark) and play
to the students; have students analyse the excerpt,
noting down their observations, and focusing on
instrumentation and melody
a. Are there any similarities between the Rhapsodie
Espagnol and this excerpt of An American in Paris?
b. If yes, what are they? Why do you think Gershwin
would want to write his music in this way?
5. Provide another excerpt of An American in Paris
(suggestion: around the 7:40 minute mark)
a. Describe the instrumentation and melodic content
in this section
b. Does it sound French or American to you?
c. Why?
6. Have students share their thoughts and observations
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FURTHER RESOURCES

MSO LEARN
Download the MSO’s free app to learn about all about the orchestra and its
musicians https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/mso-learn/id441422027?mt=8

SEASON 2017
From James Morrison, to Frank Woodley, to Peter and the Wolf,
Season 2017 has something for everyone! Tickets still available.
Check it out today.
mso.com.au/education
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